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1 Array of nine piezoelectric,
quasi-static MEMS mirrors with
gold reflector

QUASI-STATIC MEMS MIRROR
FOR VECTOR SCANNING
Motivation

Current State
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Next Steps

can deliver driving forces of one order

2 Microscope image of the

of magnitude greater than today, the

piezoelectric actuator layer.
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design limits could be extended. Former
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MEMS mirrors target only small aperture

attempts for magnetic MEMS actuation by

actuator with suspension structures
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their high mass. Scanning speed and angles

into Silicon wafers. In this way, forces

(in particular for 2D scanners) are very

up to 10 mN are possible, which is much

limited and the price cannot be reduced.

stronger than piezoelectric drives. Further-
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more, the embedded micro-magnets can
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MEMS mirror scanners are massively

galvanometer scanners by large quasi-static

to upscale the available driving force.

entering the market. However, many – in

MEMS mirrors.

Besides setting up the technology

particular industrial – applications are not

Using conventional MEMS driving prin-

platform, the current working focus for

yet in reach of available actuator techno-

ciples, however, will not show significant

magnetic actuation lies also on developing
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the most efficient electronic driving unit

in developing materials and their wafer
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level integration as an enabler for future

and scanning angle. If a MEMS technology

and accurate motion control.

MEMS generations. The latest progress on

Outlook

piezoelectric drives and magnetic structures
offers great opportunities for a broad
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diversity of applications requirements. ISIT’s
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technology platforms will allow efficient
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customization of application specific micro400

systems consisting of drive units, sensing
elements and controller circuits.
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